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ACROSS
1. Hairless
5. Places to send the children over the summer
10. Tell untruths
13. More achy
14. Word repeated before "oxen free"
15. Quaint place to procure lodging
16. Cow speech unit
18. There are four in a gal.
19. Latin one (masc.)
20. Promotional announcements, briefly
21. Follow upon
23. Denies responsibility for
25. Cow pitch
27. Adapted (to)
28. Long, long time
29. Scottish dialect
30. Class for immigrants
31. Hones
33. Piece of studio furniture
34. Cow faith
36. Pale
39. Lacks
40. K.C. to Memphis direction
43. Ink accident
44. Knowledge
45. Like a lowercase "i"
47. Cow train
49. What a gasoline thief does
50. Exciting weather event
51. ___ na na
52. Get up
53. Tuna type
54. Cow mad
57. Half a score
58. Finish as
59. Venetian blind parts
60. Chemical flavor enhancer, abbr.
61. Evade
62. Fr. miss

2. Stimulation
3. Landlady
4. Render less wet
5. Mild respiratory infections
6. Sorrowful exclamation
7. Sports org. regulating pine tar
8. Join in attacking
9. ___ evil
10. Gin, whiskey, rum, etc.
11. Ardent
12. Printing widths--or letters stampeded by this puzzle's herd
13. Blotch
17. Cry from a crow's nest
22. Victorian power source
24. "Victory is ours!"
25. Biblical Red Sea pedestrian
26. Skinny fish
28. Allen after whom a furniture company is named
32. Lucy's landlady
33. Legally prohibit
34. Urban
35. Native of Bengal
36. Part of a defense against rockets, abbr.
37. Slops around
38. Imitating an owl
40. Apparently impervious to pain
41. Feeling
42. Notoriously unpopular cars of the 1950s
44. Geisha garb
46. Imprisonment
48. Carrying a weapon
49. Determine the form of
51. Pleased with oneself
53. Source of cash
55. Strange
56. Belief, briefly